1985 ford

The seventh generation of the Ford F-Series is a range of trucks that was produced by Ford
from the to model years. The first complete redesign of the F-Series since , the seventh
generation received a completely new chassis and body. Distinguished by its squarer look and
flatter body panels, this generation marked several firsts for the F-Series, including the
introduction of the Ford Blue Oval grille emblem. However, this generation marked the end of
the long-running F, the Ranger trim, sealed-beam headlamps, and would be the final generation
to offer a FlareSide bed with rounded rear fenders. The model line served as the basis for the
eighth and ninth-generation F-Series and the third, fourth, and fifth generations of the Ford
Bronco. Though sharing no body parts, the model line shared mechanical commonality with the
Ford E-series. In , Ford debuted a brand new, redesigned F-Series pickup truck line, with the
goal of maintaining utility while getting better fuel economy than its previous generation.
However, drastic measures were taken in reducing weight, including cutting large holes in the
frame on model year trucks. This was discontinued by for the model year. Model year â€” trucks
had a plain grille with "FORD" spelled across the front of the hood in chrome lettering, similar to
the models of the previous generation. The model year was marked by a slight but important
cosmetic change: â€”86 models had the "FORD" letters above the grille removed, and a Ford
oval placed in the center of the grille, with fewer vertical bars in the grille itself. This made the
the first model year to feature the Blue Oval on the front, a trademark of all Ford pickups since,
with the exception of the â€”present F SVT Raptor. Grille options included a full chrome grille, a
black grille or the standard flat grey plastic grille. The headlight bezels also came in several
color options, ranging from light grey, grey, dark grey, and black; with the latter two being the
most common. Introduced for models, an optional resettable trip meter was installed on
speedometers and the mileage counter was moved to the top of the speedometer as part of the
optional Sport Instrumentation Group. The Sport Instrumentation Group also included the
optional tachometer in the center of the cluster, as well as oil and ammeter gauges. In models,
the upper accent mouldings were moved below the front marker. For , the rear tailgate moulding
on XLT models was updated and previewed the design of the model. This molding has become
increasingly rare and fetches a high price. A cargo light was available as an option and was
included in the Light Group option package. The back of the glove compartment door featured
coin slots and cup depressions to hold cups and food similar to a food tray on a train. This was
a feature only found on this generation and never on later models. It also showed a diagram
with lift points as well as other mechanical information. Sliding rear windows were optional as
well as cargo lights, under-hood lights, and many others. Ford offered over options for the
seventh-generation F-Series. F-Series pickups were available in five configurations: regular cab
or SuperCab extended cab with either 6. For , numerous special order equipment was offered on
all F, 81 model pickup truck with a V6 motor , and models. These are listed below with their
respective descriptions. The seventh-generation F-Series marked a major transition in the
powertrains used by the pickup line. As before, the standard engine was a carbureted
cubic-inch inline For , this was supplemented by a 3. To further boost fuel efficiency, a
downsized cubic-inch version of the Windsor V8 was made an option; it proved unpopular and
was dropped after As Ford streamlined its small-block V8 engine lineup, the M was replaced by
the Windsor. Initially, the largest engine offered was the V8 carried over from the previous
generation; it was available only in F and certain F models. As similar-size engines were
discontinued by General Motors and Chrysler during the late s, the was discontinued after In ,
the V8 made its return as the replacement for the on models. The reintroduced was now
externally balanced, like its and Windsor stable mates. Coinciding with the reintroduction of the
big-block , Ford introduced another engine offering for buyers seeking higher-output engines.
Largely a response to General Motors, who had offered diesel-engined pickups since , Ford
produced their first North American diesel F-Series in , while in Argentina the F carried over the
same 3. Rather than develop its own engine as GM had , the 6. The was first offered in 4x4s in
as an option on models. Up until that point, it had never been offered in 4WD models. In , the
Windsor was available with electronic fuel injection as an option on models; a year later, it
became standard an industry first for full-size pickups. The F equipped with the 3-speed manual
transmission was the second-to-last American vehicle to have a column-shifted manual
transmission; it was discontinued after , a year before similar Chevrolet and GMC models. The
heavy duty Ford C6 3-speed automatic transmission, marketed as the "Select-Shift" automatic,
was the standard automatic transmission all years and came paired with most engine options if
ordered. Various transfer cases were used, most built by New Process Gear. NPF cases were
most common. Various Borg-Warner transfer cases were also used. This generation was the
first time Ford used Independent suspension on their full size 4x4 trucks, as well as being the
first time any of the Big Three automobile manufacturers made a 4x4 full size truck without a
solid front axle. From , the rear axle was typically a Ford 9-inch axle , with the Ford 8. The rear

was a Dana 60 until mid when Ford phased out that axle for their own Sterling Dana 60s could
be either full float or semi float and came with a range of gear ratios. Semi float Dana 60s were
either c-clip style, which utilize c-clips to hold the axle shafts in, or pressed in bearings which
held the axles in with a special wheel bearing that bolted to the outer axle housing inside the
brake drum. These were typically used in lighter duty trucks. Up until then, early models were
built with left over materials, making some parts tough to find. These trucks were leaf sprung
and used a single gas shock with no coil springs and radius arms like on the F For the rear axle
the F trucks used a Dana 60 for the single rear wheel trucks and a Dana 70 for the dual rear
wheel trucks until when Ford once again phased in their own Sterling axle. Factory lifts used 2"
blocks on the rear suspension, or 2" front and 4" rear on HD trucks, usually on Fs and higher
trims. Heavier duty Fs could be ordered with 2" blocks. For the first time since , the
medium-duty version of the F-Series F and above were completely redesigned. Adopting design
elements from the heavier Ford L-series conventionals, the medium-duty trucks received a
trapezoidal front grille with lowered front fenders for the first time since Sharing its cab with the
pickup trucks, the medium-duty trucks were offered as a two-door standard cab and as a
four-door crew cab. The medium-duty trucks were offered with two gasoline engine, a 6.
Multiple diesel engines were offered through its production as an option. Initially launched with
the Caterpillar and Detroit Diesel 8. With the exception of powertrain revisions, this generation
of the medium-duty F-Series was produced nearly unchanged for 19 years. For , the "FORD"
lettering was replaced by the Ford Blue Oval emblem among the final Ford vehicles to receive
the change ; for , the hood was restyled with a new grille and turn signals. For the model year,
this generation was replaced by a redesigned medium-duty range, derived from the Ford Super
Duty pickup. Dealers such as Igarreta still provide customized configurations for the trucks,
such as extended cabs and other bodywork. Additionally, the Deutz series engines 4, 5 and 6
cylinder for aftermarket were offered from to for all models, including medium duty trucks. From
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Mexico Dearborn, Michigan , U. Kansas City, Missouri , U. Norfolk, Virginia , U. Paul, Minnesota ,
U. Wayne, Michigan , U. Regular cab 8' box: Ford F-Series sixth generation â€” Ford F-Series
eighth generation â€” Ford Essex V6. Ford Truck Six Ford Small Block V8. Ford Cleveland V8.
Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II. Expedition Max. Pickup truck. Explorer Sport Trac.
F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty. Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series
cutaway chassis only. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to

detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Refine your search. Lariat 21 Xl
15 6. Automatic 49 Manual Pickup Gasoline 52 Diesel Classic Cars Popular Similar Cars. Refine
search. Used Ford F Lariat ' I've got a f rebuilt 6. I'd trade for a f super cab long box gas manual
transmission. Google Ads. Aftermarket gauges and radio. Changed the transmission and
transfer case oils. This pickup has been de-smogged. Dual fuel tanks and yes both work. S send
me a text need it gone asap. For complete listing information please select the click to bid
button to see this item on ebay. Trade for bigger cab. Need new windshields, tailgate, chrome
piece on rear bumper. I also have a set of used tires for it. Asking 1, obo so text and make an
offer. We have an a rating with bbb! THis truck runs amazing 4 wheel drive works great needs a
new driver's door also needs the driver side rotor replaced I have a new rotor for it just needs to
get replaced or best offer. It has a I just want something with better gas mileage as a teenager.
Make: ford model: f xlt year miles: color: gray and black transmission: manuel upholstery: gray
description:ford f xlt lariat 4x4 whit a 4speed manuel transmission, v8 whit the factory fuel
injection, this truck runs and drives great there are no oil leaks no mechanical issues it's a turn
key and go, daily driver one owner under 50, original miles well maintained in excellent
condition. Ford f xlt lariat 4x4 whit a 4speed manuel transmission, v8 whit the factory fuel
injection, this truck runs and drives great there are no oil leaks no mechanical issues it's a turn
key and go, daily driver one owner under 50, original miles well maintained in excellent
condition. Great truck runs well got , miles on it and still running interior is old but still in good
condition. These were not sports cars that were rarely driven and garage kept. These trucks
were put to work! This truck lived a different life. It was not put to work like most of the other
trucks it rolled off the assembly line with. This truck spent life indoors in a climate controlled
environment and was sparingly driven on great days only. It was purchased brand new from the
ford dealership by the owner of another car dealership. He owned the truck for 27 years and
finally parted ways with it in This f has only 10, actual miles and looks brand new! This f pick up
is a beast with the addition of a 4" rough country lift underneath. Under the hood sits a 5. The
complete drive-train on this truck is original numbers matching. All of the paint is original minus
the hood which was repainted by the dealer it was bought brand new from a few years after it
was purchased because of a known factory defect in the painting of these f hoods. This truck is
a time capsule and it will be hard to find another in this condition. Call tom 7 days a week tom
vanguardmotorsales. Used Ford F 4X4 ' CD Player. Recently re-freshened CI V-8 Engine. Ford f
4x4 diesel ext cab long box. Ford f 4x4 diesel ext cab long box truck is better condition than
most for its age. Engine is strong and starts on the coldest day of winter. Minimal rust, only rust
holes are bottom of the box near the rear bumper. Runs great for it's year. Hardly any oil leaks.
No rust in the wheel wells or in the bed. Little bit of rust on the floor boards. And heater work
great. Electric door locks and windows. Speedometer quit working but it's a simple fix with a
new cable. Cruise control worked before the speedometer quit. Will work again once
speedometer is fixed. Both fuel tanks work. Runs on a lifter pump. I have a spare lifter pump
that will come with the truck. I have 4 extra tires that will come with it as well. Any questions
please text or call. Cruise Control. F, 6. Custom headache rack and heavy front bumper with
grille guard straight piped duel exhaust u-joints, leaf springs and some other parts changed by
previous owner. I dont use the truck much that is why im selling. It does have rust at the rear of
the box by the bumper on both sides and the tail gate is banged up. Will sell with or without
toolbox. I have a couple to choose from. I blew a tire last fall and believe it needs to be re
aligned, ive only driven it a couple times since just started it up about once a week through
winter. Txt or call for faster response. The camper needs a lot of work. I parked the truck years
ago it ran great then. I put a battery in it and tried to start it now not pulling up fuel. With gas in
the carb starts up. Body's not to bad for an 85 fenders need work , left drivers floor has a small
hole. Has good potential over all for someone that wants a project. Clean title in hand. Great
feed or work truck or best offer. Good old truck. Runs great, transmission has around miles on
it. I'm sure it just needs new glow plugs is all. I don't really wanna sell but kinda need the money
for other things at the moment. Minor rust spot, and small crack in the dash. I have the factory
AC parts ready to install. Air Conditioning. The pride and joy of my father and i. Built from the
ground up ex show truck. Don't have the time to drive it anymore so unfortunately decided to
sell to someone who will give it the use that it deserves due to all the the time and love i put into
it. Runs perfect and was my daily driver mostly to and from school for a year and a half. Other

than that garage kept and ran once or twice a week. All scheduled maintenance. Fully loaded
with all the goodies. Upgraded sound system. Very clean interior. Lots of power and turns
heads wherever it goes! Any questions feel free to call or text luke at This isn't the truck i want
for my first car. It runs and drives just fine. It has a i just want something with better gas
mileage as a teenager. It runs on both gas and propane and has a 50 gal propane. It needs a
new ring gear so i hard to start some times. Has brand new tires. I am selling this truck because
i need to get a few bills paid. Runs good, just passed safety, then got a different truck. With a lot
of old trucks, there are little quirks. Text or call james any time. Site map Contact Us Privacy
Policy. Refine your search. Automatic 12 Lariat 11 Xl 8 Regular Cab 5 4. Automatic 36 Manual
Gasoline Classic Cars Short Bed 9 Xl 4x4 3 Flareside 1. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search.
Interior is clean, some rust on the outside. Runs drives great. Mechanically sound. Google Ads.
I have a f it has a w 4 wheel drives works great has lock out hubs. I have a f it has a w 4 wheel
drives works great has lock out hubs has new battery new alternator new power steering pump
new starter is little rusty for its age but not bad great little hunting rig or mud truck or whatever
any questions call. Flagstaff auto outlet is locally owned and operated, and has been in
business in arizona for 23 years. Each certified pre-owned vehicle comes with a free 90 day 3,
mile warranty. That it's a great running pickup with alot life left.. The drivers door is a eye sore
but works. Only 2 owners - current ownersince ! Great for cruising or work. Push-button start,
Ford crate enginewith hp, less than 15K miles. Has dual-feed Hollie MSD ignition, aluminumhigh
rise intake and new AC compressor, new alternator, new serpentine belts,hooker headers. Front
end recently rebuilt. Comes with new floor pans boxed , 8qt oil pan, posi rear, flo-master dual
exhaust, both bumpers and front grillreplaced. New tailgate, new rubberinstalled around side
and vent windows, new rubber available for front and rearsliding window boxed. This truck has
been lovingly garage-kept. Selling for the original owner with original title in hand. Motor and
transmission were replaced about 15 years ago. Air Conditioning. This has all the "good stuff"
including the gurney in the back! Does run, but needs work! Holley cfm street avenger. Holley
cfm street avenger holley cfm street avenger dual feed double pumper. Mechanical choke, was
an electric choke. I have secondary springs for racing and fuel economy that go with to. I also
have the kit for a ford transmission kick down that goes with if wanted. Can send more pics
upon request throw me an offer on it and lets work something out. Fun to drive vintage truck
with plenty of power. Push-button start, ford crate enginewith hp, less than 15k miles. Has
dual-feed hollie msd ignition, aluminumhigh rise intake and new ac compressor, new alternator,
new serpentine belts,hooker headers. New stereowith usb drive and cd player.
Comoptions:description:fun to drive vintage truck with plenty of power. Also, new tune up. New
plugs, wires cap and rotor. New edelbrock crome air cleaner no rust. Very very rare truck. Call
Sonny at to see the vehcile and drive it home. With a slick black exterior, loaded interior, and
plenty of interesting features including the dual tanks , it's a survivor-grade pickup with all the
right moves. Features like the tow mirrors, trailer hitch, and dual fuel tanks are the kind of thin.
Call mike at The truck is equipped with 4 wheel drive, posi front and rear differentials. Original
Monroney Sticker from factory see picture replaced bottom half of bed panelsreplaced with new
tailgatereplaced with new tail lightsreplaced floor panels, rocker panels, cab cornersreplaced
with new driver and passenger doorsprofessionally reupholstered vinyl bench seatinstalled new
factory fit carpet with sound deadener Engine and under hood professionally detailed and
cleaned Alloy Wheels. Ford was big on blues in the mids. Mustang gts in particular were always
dark blue or blue with gray, but on this f, light blue seems to work better. Repainted about 15
years ago, it's a tribute to the era and it's quite remarkable that its custodians over the past 35
years have chosen to maintain that look without any notable modifications. For functionality,
there's an extremely nice painted bed, a set of polished bedrails, and oversized side-view
mirrors for towing. Just as the paint is vivid and clean, so is the blue bench seat interior. By ,
trucks were not just working-class tools, and ford's xlt models offered a ton of creature
comforts. Cloth seats, full carpeting that's still in great shape, and stylish door panels that were
a big step beyond the plain steel panels of just a few years earlier. The headliner overhead is in
good shape, and the overall look isn't that of a truck that had workers climbing in and out, but
rather a clean daily driver that someone was exceptionally proud to own and it shows. Ford's
venerable 5. It starts with a surprisingly mustang-like v8 burble from the dual exhaust and idles
like it wants to run. It's highly original under the hood, with the only notable deviation from
stock being a flowmaster muffler, and considering the vast array of aftermarket parts available,
that's pretty remarkable. A 4-speed aod automatic handles the gears, giving the f long legs on
the highway and reasonable fuel mileage, and the undercarriage is still built with heavy-duty
parts designed to work hard. Vehicle was owned by construction company. Print this ad and
present it to art at time of purchase to receive a special gift!!! Mustang GTs in particular were
always dark blue or blue with gray, but on this F, light blue seems to work better. For complete

listing information please select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. Taken as far as
we wanted " now project truck" lots of potential. Did i mention it runs. I even have the original
window sticker and the original books with it. I might consider an interesting trade. We
specialize in Father and son restoration projects. Give me a call on my toll free number at so we
can talk person to person about this car. We always have dozens and dozens of collector cars
available for sale at all times. This truck was purchased new in commerce, ga and quickly
became the pride and joy of the original owner. This truck has been maintained to high
standards since new. The original interior is in excellent shape. There is a small dent in the
passenger side fender just above the center of the wheel opening. The bed is also in great
condition but again it has been used so expect minor imperfections. The wheels and tires are
new. This truck drives like a new truck. The brakes work great and all lights function as new.
Don't miss this opportunity to own this excellent original ford f This vehicle is for sale as-is
where-is. The remaining balance is due within 7 days of auction end. Plywood bed is completely
new and was standard in this model. Bed sides coated with herculiner black bed liner. The truck
has had a total rebuild from ground up with less than miles since rebuild. Total miles on
odometer Engine is completely rebuilt with original windsor block. New exhaust system
ultra-smooth c-6 transmission with new shift kit and 4x2 9 posi-traction rear differential ice cold
factory air that has been converted to a refrigerant completely new brakes with less than miles
new 70r15 tires on aluminum rims completely repainted exterior with new custom front grill
interior in great condition with newly reupholstered seat. Cab has slide open rear window.
Optional accessories: solid rear window glass. Aluminum bed box this is a great truck for work
or play and will make a great daily driver. This vehicle is sold as-is with no existing or implied
warranty. I reserve the right to remove the listing if the truck is no longer available for sale. The
remaining balance must be paid within 5 days. Seller does not provide any domesti
ezgo turn signal wiring diagram
1994 jeep yj parts
stereo jack socket wiring diagram
c or international shipping recommendations. Holley Carb. Holley carb holley carb, came off my
85 ford f xl with a windsor. Fresh rebuild, since the rebuild a few weeks ago, it was used for only
about 5 min and then pulled off. Works good, it was a complete rebuild. Thomson chrysler
dodge jeep ram fiat - where we make buying easy! At thomson chrysler, dodge jeep and ram we
offer market based pricing so please call to check on the availability of this vehicle. We have in
stock and carry all makes and models. In thomson, we make buying easy! Comes with gallon
fuel tank, with new pump, and crossover tool box. It also has a new gauge cluster that i haven't
put in yet, i have a new fuel pickup for a carbed truck but needs appropriate tank to work, the
only gauge that works is the speedo, this truck has a fair amount of rust needs some love and
some tlc but it's a got good bones and could be a great project, i have no time or desire to work
on it any more. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

